GLOBAL PLASTIC FINISHES

Spyker Finishes

Standard colors: Alloy + Char

Special Order*: Milk*, Turtledove*, Saffron* + Sky*

*Minimum quantity order and lead time apply, see Price List for minimum quantities and additional details.
Spyker Finishes

Please note: Colors are as close to actual materials as current printing techniques will allow. Spyker achieves its strength and durability using glass filled polymer. Evidence of this material may be visible on the surface and is often more evident in darker colors. If you need an actual sample, please contact your local sales representative or marketing/literature department at one of the addresses below.

Care: Polypropylene is easy to clean. Ideal for various applications that require a surface that can be wiped down quickly and easily.

Cleaning: Polypropylene components can be disinfected with Virox 5.